
 

 

level : 2am                                                                                               C.E.M Benaseur toufik 

                                             Second term English test  

 Client : good morning 
Shop assistant : good morning , sir can I help you ? 
Client : I want this shoes, please 
Shop assistant : what is your size ? 
Client : 41  
Shop assistant : what color do you prefer ? 
Client : dark blue 
Shop assistant : here you are, does it fit ? 
Client : yes, it does , how much does it cost ? 
Shop assistant : it’s 4000da please 
Client : here you are thank you good bye 
Shop assistant : good bye 

                                                                                                                             Https://blog.book.Walid. 

 Reading Comprehension :  

* read the dialogue carefullym then answer the questions  

1-what does the client want ? 

2-What color does he prefer ? 

3-What is his size ? 

4-How much did hep pay ? 

5- Lexis :

a- What is the synonyme of :   price =………….                                        prefer =………… 

b- What is the opposite of :   sell=/=…………… 

6-  Match each word in column A with its definitions in column B :

Column A Column B 

-Near

-Cinema

-in front of

-Shop 

- A theatre where films are shown.

-opposite.

-A building where goods or services are sold.

-next to. 
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7 : Look at the pictures and say what each sign means:
Mastery of Language :  turn left,   turn right,  go straight ahead 

 

 

8- Re-order the following words to get coherent sentence:
show / Could / ?/ please / me / you / way / , / the / 

Task two : I put the following words in the right column :  
Recover,  write,  car,  for,  reign,  part 

Pronounced /R/ Silent /R/ 

…………………………………………………….. ……………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………….. …………………………………………………… 

Task three :   I write [C] for Countable and [U] for Uncountable 
Pen………… 
Water…………. 
Coffee…….. 
Salt…………. 
Table ……………. 

 Parte two:
Situation of Integration:
Karim is not from here. He came to visit his uncle and he has lost his identity card. 

He is

going to the Hotel, but he doesn’t know how to get there. Write a dialogue between
karim and you in which he asks for the direction to the Hotel and you answer him.

Karim:……………………………………………………………….
You:……………………………………………………………………
Karim:………………………………………………………………..
You:………………………………………………………………….
Karim:……………………………………………………………….
 

 
 

 

 

 

Figure 1
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